
      

JK Ultimate Rear 3 Link Long Arm Kit Instructions 

Thank you for purchasing the RPM Steering rear long arm upgrade kit. Please take your time during the 

installation and be sure to do it correctly. Please read the directions before starting your installation so you 

know what to expect. Remember, your safety and the safety of others depend on it.  Feel free to call with any 

questions you may have, 480-476-2073. 

Kit Includes: 

(1) Driver Side Frame Lower Link Bracket 

(1) Passenger Side Frame Lower Link Bracket 

(1) Frame Tunnel Side upper 3rd link mount 

(1) Axle side Truss with upper 3rd link mount  

(1) Driver Side Axle Lower Link Mount 

(1) Passenger Side Axle Lower Link Mount 

(2) 2” Aluminum control arms w/ Rock Jock narrow joints 

(1) 1 3/8’’ -  .281’’ wall steel upper control arm w/Rock Jock narrow joints 

(1) Hardware Pack 

 

Warranty: 

Center aluminum section is lifetime warrantied for failure, including bending, cracking or breaking. Should any 

of these failures occur please send the center section to RPMSTEERING for replacement. (Shipping and 

handling additional). 

Disclaimer: 

Customer assumes full responsibility for use, installation and routine maintenance. RPM Steering is not 

responsible for damage as a result of improper installation, use, or maintenance. 



Rear Long Arm Install: 

1) With the vehicle on a level surface, support the rear with large jack stands under the frame and chock the front tires. 

2) Remove all suspension components and axle (Control arms, Springs, Shocks, Sway Links, and Track Bar. Brake 

calipers can be hung out of the way with some wire or a hook on a frame hole). 

 

 

3) With the rear end cleared, begin by cutting off the factory control arm mounts on the frame. (See image above 

highlighting all brackets to be cut off in BLUE). 

 



 

 

4) Refer to the pictures above for placement of the driver and passenger side frame side lower link mounts. The 

bottom flange should line up with the seam in the bottom of the frame. 

5) Hold the brackets in position and mark the frame where the welded nut will need to be clearanced. 

6) With a 1.25’’ hole saw cut through the side of the frame, this allows the welded nut to sit recessed in the frame and 

the bracket to sit flush against the frame for welding. Repeat for both sides. 



 

7) Next you will need to trim the lower part of the body mount on both sides to all clearance of the lower control arm. 

See image above for trimming. You only need to trim up to the same height as the body mount bolt head. Higher will 

not allow any additional clearance. Depending on skill you can round out the inside edge versus a straight cut. (See 

image above.) 

 



 

8) Next hold the tunnel 3rd link bracket in place following the above image as a guide. The holes in the bracket line up 

with the holes in the factory tunnel supports. With it held in place, mark around the areas where you will be 

welding. 

9) Use a flap disk to remove any paint where you will be welding on the frame lower link brackets and the tunnel 3rd 

link bracket. 

10) Once areas are prepped, tack brackets in place. Ensure one last time they are lined up properly and weld in place. 

It’s always recommended to weld in smaller strips and jump around the brackets a bit to prevent too much heat in 

one place at a time. 



 

11) On the axle side we recommend working on one side at a time to be able to use at least one factory lower control 

arm mount as a guide for pinion angles. 

12) First measure the center to center distance between the factory lower control arm mounts. Save for later use. 

13) Next cut off the factory lower control arm mount on one side.  

14) Mark the center line measurement you just took in the previous steps and hold up your new high clearance bracket 

in place. Ensure the brackets back side sits parallel with the factory bracket left in place.  This will ensure the pinion 

angle remains the same. Tack in place. 

15) Now you can remove the other factory lower control arm mount and again mark the center line measurement on 

that side. Parallel the back side to the bracket you just tacked on and tack 2nd bracket in place. 

16)  Double check pinion angle remains the same as factory and weld in lower link brackets 

17) Next prep the axle for the truss with 3rd link mount. Grind clean any area to be welded. 

18) Weld axle truss mount in place. Work in small strips and allow time for cooling between each pass. Work slowly to 

prevent heat soak in any one area. 

19) Next prep and weld in the upper shock mount relocation brackets per manufacturer instructions. 

20) With welding complete paint all uncoated areas to protect the steel and prevent rust. 

21) With the provided hardware you can now install the control arms. Set the upper 3rd link length off the vehicle and 

lock down the jam nuts (ensure each joint has equal thread showing). The point of the center bend points down 

which provides clearance of the bar during up travel. Install on vehicle.  

 

 



 

22) The lowers can be set off the vehicle or while mounted. With the straight link and LH and RH threaded ends you may 

rotate the center link while installed to lengthen or shorten as needed (ensure each joint has equal thread showing). 

We have provided start lengths below.  

23) Reinstall the rest of your suspension that was removed at the beginning (springs, track bar, sway bars, brakes, etc) 

24) Reinstall wheels/tires and remove jack stands.  

25) For safety do not over lengthen the control arms leaving large amounts of threads showing. The lengths provided 

are near the desired final lengths with enough room to fine tune via an alignment while leaving the proper thread 

engagement in the control arms. 

26) To fine tune your suspension and ensure you are squared up, we recommend a professional alignment. 

27) Enjoy having the coolest rig on the trail! 

 

Link Starting Measurements Eye to Eye: 

3.5’’ Lift (shorter or taller lifts may need incremental adjustments) 

Rear Upper Control Arms: 24 1/2’’ 

Rear Lower Control Arms: 30 5/8’’ 

 

 

 


